As it has been our tradition, our first Fall event has been designed to provide an opportunity for LiDA Community members to share updates on current projects and identify new opportunities for connections and collaboration. Because of its nature, this event will follow a different format than other colloquia in the series. After a brief introduction, we will break into several breakout rooms by “theme”, where participants will share updates on on-going projects related to that theme, followed by an open conversation. Brief descriptions of the projects showcased in this event, as well as other current LiDA projects, are being collected in advance and will be posted on the LiDA Colloquium website after the meeting, along with a recording of the presentations taking place in each breakout room.

Featured themes *(participants will be able to choose the one they are most interested in):*

A. Innovative uses of digital technologies to support learning *(Facilitator: Jayne Lammers/Yu Jung Han)*
B. Preparing digitally-rich teachers and faculty *(Facilitator: Cyndi Carson)*
C. Towards hybrid campuses and schools *(Facilitator: Eric Fredericksen)*
D. Implications of AI for “future of work” and workforce development *(Facilitator: Raffaella Borasi)*
E. Using digital technologies to create innovative instructional resources *(Facilitator: Dave Miller)*

Please help us make this event a success by sharing information about your current LiDA-related projects in this Google doc **prior to our Zoom meeting:**

[https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vnVso2bCbOS5iDNmFc2YoODaj73DE71 -exnuLH8TMYI/edit?usp=sharing](https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vnVso2bCbOS5iDNmFc2YoODaj73DE71 -exnuLH8TMYI/edit?usp=sharing)

Please also review the information collected in this Google doc before our Zoom session – as a way to gather valuable background information that will enrich our synchronous conversations, and to decide which breakout room you would prefer to join during the Zoom session.

Please join us in this public and free “start-of-the-year” event – and help us advertise it!